Health Pro Active
The Future of Health

“A New Way of Mining : Health Mining”

With the launch of its groundbreaking product, Health Pro Active,
Playpal introduces a solution that will, not only disrupt, but
completely revolutionize the landscape of pro active health as we
know it.
With an exponential growth of devices, smart gadgets and health
tech apps, a connected and proactive approach is now the
pathway to optimal health. That’s where Health Pro Active can
help, offering a unique collection of integrated parts that allow
each person to become a part of Playpal’s health ecosystem by:
Consolidating all the health and wellness data by
integrating with IOT devices to create a health profile
that makes all the information that is needed, simple,
accessible, and secure (via international security standards).

There are 3 major elements that make up

Health Pro

The Playpal Platform, The PlayPoints, and Playpal partner IOT
devices
The Playpal Platform places Heath Pro at the heart of it’s health
ecosystem. With the Health Pro Active product, can access your
recommendations, goals, HICO score, and health visualizations on
it.
Health mining is a novel concept that Playpal is incorporating into
Health Pro Active to allow you to win rewards and money via
Playpal’s very own PlayPoints.
Health Pro offers a wide variety of state of the art health-tech
devices (from Playpal partners) that seamlessly integrate with the
platform.

Using the power of AI to provide predictive analysis
along with health goals & recommendations tailored
specifically for each person.
Providing each person with the means to quantify
their health by calculating a personalized “HICO Score”
based on Playpal’s Health Capital Model.
Empowering you with the ability to transform your
health into monetary wealth with “Health Mining”.
Here’s each person’s chance to get rewards and make
money while improving their health!
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Users can integrate their wellness and health products with The
Playpal Platform, and Health Pro Active will harness all of their
health data, process it, and use it to keep track of their activity and
eating habits. Data inputs from these products will get processed
by Playpal, which will then reward users with PlayPoints ‘mined’ or
earned from healthy actions. So, you can earn actual money, just
by investing in your health!

www.playpal.io

